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1. Introduction

In the last years nanotechnology has become a very important

tool in the field of drug delivery.[1] Thanks to their unique prop-
erties, nanoparticles offer several important advantages over

free drug administration such as higher drug concentrations at

the target site, decreased side effects, improved solubility and
stability, improved pharmacokinetic profiles, longer circulation

times, and triggered release by several stimuli.[2] In particular,
nanoparticle surfaces can be engineered with specific targeting

moieties allowing the design of highly tuned drug delivery sys-
tems able to reach their biological targets with high efficiency
and selectivity. Nevertheless, to exert its pharmacological

effect, a drug must safely reach not just the target cell, but
often subcellular compartments such as mitochondria.[3] In
fact, several diseases and therapeutic strategies (i.e. , gene ther-
apy, molecular imaging) have a specific subcellular organelle as

final target. Therefore, nanoparticles targeting a specific sub-
cellular organelle, such as the nucleus, mitochondria, cytosol,

or endoplasmic reticulum,[4] must first reach the target cell, be

internalized by crossing the cell membrane, and evade endo-

somes.[5] In this scenario it is important to design multifunc-

tional nanoparticles that are able to reach intracellular targets.
Among subcellular organelles that can be found in eukaryotic

cells, mitochondria play a vital role by supplying cellular

energy via oxidative phosphorylation and ATP synthesis and
regulating apoptosis[6] by governing the translocation of pro-

apoptotic proteins from the mitochondrial intermembrane
space to the cytosol.[7] Hence, it is evident that mitochondria

can regulate cell survival. Their dysfunctions, in fact, are related
to many human diseases such as cancer, neurodegenerative
disorders, obesity, diabetes, and ischemia-reperfusion injury.

The association of mitochondria in numerous pathological con-
ditions makes these organelles a potential target for the deliv-
ery of therapeutics. Nevertheless, targeting mitochondria is a
hard and challenging task due to their highly complex struc-

ture and intracellular localization. To date mitochondrial drug
delivery systems possess two important requirements: delocal-

ized positive charge and lipophilicity.[8] An interesting mito-

chondrial biomarker is the 18-kDa mitochondrial translocator
protein (TSPO),[9] localized predominantly on the outer mito-

chondrial membrane (OMM) such a component of the mito-
chondrial permeability transition pore (MPTP).[10] TSPO plays an

important role in a wide range of cellular functions, including
cholesterol transport, corticosteroids and sex steroids synthe-

sis, cellular respiration that take place in mitochondria, MPTP

opening, the programmed cell death and proliferation.[11] It is
worth to note TSPO overexpression in a variety of tumors,[12]

and on activated microglial cells of patients affected by neuro-
degenerative or neuroinflammatory diseases such as Alzheim-

er’s disease, Huntington’s disease, and multiple sclerosis.[13]

TSPO has therefore become an appealing subcellular target for

An interesting mitochondrial biomarker is the 18-kDa mito-
chondrial translocator protein (TSPO). Decades of study have
shown that this protein plays an important role in a wide

range of cellular functions, including opening of the mitochon-
drial permeability transition pore as well as programmed cell
death and proliferation. Variations in TSPO expression have
been correlated to different diseases, from tumors to endo-
crine and neurological disorders. TSPO has therefore become
an appealing target for both early diagnosis and selective mi-

tochondrial drug delivery. The number of structurally different

TSPO ligands examined has increased over time, highlighting
the scientific community’s growing understanding of the roles

of TSPO in normal and pathological conditions. However, only

few TSPO ligands are characterized by the presence of groups
that are potentially derivatizable; therefore only few such li-

gands are well suited for the preparation of targeted prodrugs
or nanocarriers able to deliver therapeutics and/or diagnostic

agents to mitochondria. This review provides an overview of
the very few examples of drug delivery systems characterized

by moieties that target TSPO.
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both the early detection of disease conditions involving its
overexpression and the selective mitochondrial drug delivery.

The number of structurally diverse TSPO drug ligands studied
has increased over time, underlining the great attention of the

scientific community in understanding the functions of this
translocator protein in normal and pathological conditions. Ex-

tensive investigations proved that these ligands can affect ster-
oidogenesis and in a range of concentrations can be consid-

ered pro-apoptotic molecules potentially helpful for the treat-

ment of tumors.[14] Furthermore, recently various approaches
have been proposed to visualize activated microglia using fluo-
rescent probes chemically linked to TSPO ligands,[15] and in ad-
dition, novel PET imaging probes to monitor the TSPO expres-

sion in pathological disorder such as neuroinflammation and
cancers.[16] Moreover, different metal-based complexes target-

ing the TSPO have been realized and recently summarized in a

comprehensive overview concerning their potential applica-
tions in cancer diagnosis and therapy.[17] Although several new

TSPO ligands have been synthesized, only some of these are
characterized by the presence of groups potentially derivatiza-

ble and thus ideal for the preparation of targeted nanocarriers
able to deliver therapeutics and diagnostics to mitochondria.

This review provides an overview of the very few examples of

conjugates and nanosystems targeting TSPO, and the potential
applications in the diagnosis and therapy of disease states in

which this protein is overexpressed are discussed.

2. TSPO

2.1. Structure and functions

TSPO was identified in the late 1970s and was initially known

as the peripheral-type benzodiazepine receptor (PBR) to distin-
guish it from the central-type benzodiazepine receptor (CBR),

which mediates the classic sedative, anxiolytic, anticonvulsant,

and muscle-relaxant effects of benzodiazepines.[18] TSPO is a
169-residue 18-kDa protein characterized by a channel-like

structure, mainly located on the outer mitochondrial mem-
brane, and is a fundamental component of the MPTP (140–

200 kDa), which results in association with two other protein
subunits present on the outer and inner mitochondrial mem-

branes, namely a voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC,
32 kDa), and an adenine nucleotide translocase (ANT,

30 kDa).[19] However, TSPO has also been identified on the
plasma membrane,[20] Golgi apparatus, lysosomes, rough endo-
plasmic reticular microsomes, peroxisomes,[21] and the nuclear

membrane.[22]

TSPO plays a crucial role in the regulation of important cellu-

lar functions and among these, steroidogenesis is the best
characterized.[11b, 23] In fact, TSPO is abundantly expressed in

steroidogenic tissues, where it is involved in cholesterol trans-

port from the outer (OMM) to the inner (IMM) mitochondrial
membrane which appears to be the rate-limiting step in the

synthesis of steroids, hormones and neurosteroids.[24] In mito-
chondrial matrix cholesterol is processed to pregnenolone

which is further converted in two allosteric GABAA receptor
modulators with anxiolytic properties, in particular the neuro-

steroids allopregnenolone and 3a,5a-tetrahydrodeoxycorticos-
terone (THDOC). Therefore, TSPO ligands could also be consid-
ered for their anxiolytic potential.[25]

Specifically, neurosteroids, which are positive allosteric mod-

ulators of the GABAA receptor and glutamate, are synthesized
in the glial cells of the central nervous system (CNS) and have

a protective effect against neuronal disorders. Thus, it is rea-
sonable that selective ligands of TSPO could be used for the

pharmacological control of the synthesis of neurosteroids in

the therapy of CNS diseases. In specific neurodegenerative dis-
eases, such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s, and in ischemic or

neurotoxic brain damage, a variation of TSPO expression levels
has been detected thus suggesting that this protein may be

the key in the adaptation of the organism to such pathological
conditions.[26] There is currently much debate about the role of

TSPO in the aforementioned functions in light of recent in vivo

results obtained on TSPO knockout models, in which a disrup-
tion of these processes was not found.[27] In particular, Tu

et al.[27b] demonstrated that TSPO global knock-out mice are
viable with no effects on steroid hormone biosynthesis. These

findings directly refute the dogma that TSPO is indispensable
for steroid hormone biosynthesis and viability.

As a component of the MPTP complex, TSPO is also involved

in modulation of the cellular apoptotic process,[28] and not sur-
prisingly, many ligands for TSPO have been resulted able to

induce apoptosis and cell cycle arrest in cancer cells.[29] Apop-
tosis is a process that involves a stereotyped cascade of events

and culminates in death and fragmentation of the cell. Mito-
chondria are also affected by the cell death program. In partic-

ular, many studies have indicated a partial depolarization of

the mitochondrial membrane potential in apoptotic cells,[30]

and the opening of the multimeric protein complex MPTP is

especially responsible for this and for all consequential events,
such as uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation, blocking of

the ATP synthesis and formation of free radicals, permeabiliza-
tion of IMM and osmotic swelling of the mitochondrial matrix

with release of Cytochrome c (Cyt-c) and of the apoptosis-in-

ducing factor (AIF).[11b, 31] In addition, the evidence of TSPO in-
volvement in modulation of apoptosis was also derived from

studies of myxoma poxvirus M11L,[32] a mitochondrial anti-
apoptotic protein which can regulate MPTP by direct interac-
tion with TSPO.[28b] Even though TSPO is able to induce apop-
tosis in response to toxic and harmful agents, on the other

hand, Kugler et al. ,[33] showed that ligands for this receptor can
exert dual effect, lethal at high concentrations and protective
at low concentrations. This ability of TSPO ligands, inactive in

absence of pre-existing injury, but contrasting programmed
cell death when lethal agents are present, could be exploited

for the treatment of brain damage and neurodegenerative dis-
eases.

Furthermore, TSPO overexpression has been assessed in
cancer diseases (i.e. , breast, colorectal, liver, and glioma can-
cers), with a probable correspondence between the degree of

malignancy of the tumor and the TSPO localization in the nu-
clear and perinuclear region.[34] In this regard, several findings

have confirmed the ability of TSPO ligands to induce in vitro
inhibition of cancer cell proliferation mediated by arrest of mi-
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tosis at the G2/M stage without affecting DNA synthesis.[23, 34, 35]

These outcomes supported the aim of achieving a TSPO tar-

geting, as a tumor specific intracellular factor, in the treatment
of cancer diseases.

Finally, other TSPO roles have been identified, such as the
regulation of inflammatory processes,[36] ischemia-reperfusion

damage via membrane biogenesis,[37] the protection of hema-
topoietic cells against free radical oxidative damages,[38] altera-
tions in mitochondrial membrane fluidity,[39] and the modula-

tion of bronchomotor tone.[40] What has been above asserted
point out the prominence of TSPO as an ideal target for the di-
agnosis and therapy of disease states overexpressing this pro-
tein, including cancer.

2.2. Endogenous TSPO ligands

Cholesterol has nanomolar binding affinity for the cholesterol
recognition cytosolic amino acid consensus (CRAC) segment of

the carboxy-terminal chain of TSPO which mediates cholesterol
transport through the mitochondrial inner-membrane for sub-

sequent steroidogenesis.[41] Endozepine or DBI (diazepam bind-

ing inhibitor) is a 10-kDa peptide of 86 residues that is able to
bind not selectively TSPO with binding affinity in the micromo-

lar order, both present in glial cells (CNS) and in peripheral
organs in particular in steroidogenic cells.[42] The correspond-

ence of the amino acid sequence of DBI with that of acyl coen-
zyme-A binding protein (ACBP) indicate an involvement of DBI

in fatty acid metabolism.[43] Porphyrins are pigments with tetra-
pyrrolic structures originating in the heme synthetic cascade,

with both high selectivity and binding affinity (in nanomolar

order) for TSPO but not for the CBR.[44]

2.3. Synthetic TSPO ligands

An extensive variety of specific molecules with high affinity

and selectivity for TSPO have been yet classified belonging to
different structural classes, in particular: benzodiazepines, iso-

quinoline carboxamides, quinoline carboxamides, pyrroloben-
zoxazepines, phenoxyphenyl acetamides, indoleacetamides,

imidazopyridines, pyrazolopyrimidine acetamides, phenylpur-
ines, benzoxazines, Vinca alkaloids, N,N-dialkyl-2-phenylindol-3-
yl-glyoxylamide (PIGA), and the aza-isosteres of PK11195, the 4-
phenylquinazoline-2-carboxamides. The leader compounds of

these classes and their properties are listed in the Table 1. In
particular, N,N-dialkyl-2-phenylindol-3-ylglyoxylamide deriva-
tives have been designed as conformationally constrained ana-
logues of indoleacetamides such as FGIN-1-27[45] (Table 1).
Most of these new molecules exhibited a nanomolar/sub-nano-

molar affinity for TSPO and stimulated steroidogenesis in C6
glioma cell line from rat with a potency comparable to or

higher than that of classic TSPO ligands such as the isoquino-

line carboxamide PK11195. Among the imidazopyridines, alpi-
dem has been shown to act on both TSPO and the central

benzodiazepine receptor, with a preference toward TSPO. In an
effort to improve the TSPO selectivity of alpidem analogues,

some of us have designed new selective and affine TSPO li-
gands by introducing several substituents on the imidazopyri-

dine nucleus (Table 2).[46] The structure–activity correlations
studies showed that substitutions at the 8-position of the imi-

dazopyridine nucleus with lipophilic groups, and a para-chloro
substitution on the phenyl ring at C(2) are fundamental in

order to obtain high affinity and selectivity toward TSPO recep-
tor (Table 2). Furthermore, the substituents on the acetoamide

nitrogen on the 3-position of the imidazopyridine nucleus are
accountable for variation of affinity. Moreover, substitutions

with aromatic rings of carboxamide nitrogen is responsible of

high affinity and selectivity, while the presence of polar sub-
stituents in this region is unfavorable for affinity properties.

Other investigations pointed out the effects of substitution on
the 2-and 8-position of the imidazopyridine skeleton with hy-

drophilic groups, polar or ionizable, to fulfill the need of a
greater aqueous solubility of the 2-phenylacetamidoimida-
zo[1,2-a]pyridines. In particular, the phenyl group on the 2-po-

sition of the imidazopyridine nucleus has been functionalized
with amino, hydroxy, and carboxylic groups. These polar sub-

stituents offer in addition, the advantage of further functionali-
zation with anticancer drugs, hydrophilic polymers (e.g. , PEG,
dendrimers) through reversible covalent bond, allowing the
preparation of targeted nanocarriers and conjugates able to

deliver therapeutics and diagnostics to mitochondria. The 2-

(6,8-dichloro-2-(4-hydroxyphenyl)imidazo[1,2-a]pyridin-3-yl)-
N,N-dipropylacetamide (CB235),[47] 2-(6,8-dichloro-2-(4-hydroxy-

phenyl)imidazo[1,2-a]pyridin-3-yl)-N,N’-dipropyl acetamide
(CB185),[46] [2-(4-chlorophenyl)-8-aminoimidazo[1,2-a]pyridin-3-

yl]-N,N-di-n-propylacetamide (CB86),[48] and N,N-dipropyl-[2-(8-
(2-aminoacetamido)-2-(4-chlorophenyl)imidazo[1,2-a]pyridin-3-

yl)]acetamide (glycine derivative of CB86),[46] for instance, rep-

resent eligible candidates for this purpose.

3. Mitochondrial Targeting

Mitochondria dysfunctions are related to many human diseases

ranging from cancer, neurodegenerative disorders, obesity, dia-
betes and ischemia-reperfusion injury. Therefore, the involve-

ment of mitochondria in various pathological conditions,
makes these organelles a potential drug target in order to de-

velop new therapeutic strategies. Nevertheless, targeting mito-
chondria is a hard and challenging task due to their highly

complex structure. The mitochondrion is constituted by the
outer mitochondrial membrane (OMM), the intermembrane

space (IMS), the inner mitochondrial membrane (IMM) and the
matrix. Only molecules with a molecular weight of 5 kDa or
less can cross the OMM because of the presence of a channel-

forming protein VDAC (voltage-dependent anion channel).[61]

In addition, the IMM and the matrix are the headquarters of

important mitochondrial functions thanks to the presence of
several proteins in the IMM and enzymes and copies of the mi-

tochondrial genome in the matrix. Thus a therapeutic mole-

cule, in order to exert its action, has not only to reach the
target cell, penetrate cellular membrane and face the intracel-

lular environment but it has also to cross the mitochondrial
membranes in order to reach the matrix. Moreover, the mito-

chondrion has a strong negative membrane potential between
@160 mV to @180 mV and, in particular, the IMM is highly
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Table 1. Synthetic TSPO ligands.

Class Compound Structure Properties

Benzodiazepines Ro-5-4864 Agonist or partial agonist of TSPO with nanomolar binding affinity[49]

Isoquinoline carboxamides PK11195
TSPO antagonist with nanomolar affinity, widely used for characteriz-
ing expression and function in various tissues and cells[50]

Quinoline carboxamides VCM198M Used as radioligand for TSPO imaging[51]

Pyrrolobenzoxazepines OXA-17 Ref. [52]

Phenoxyphenylacetamides PBR28 Ref. [53]

Indoleacetamides FGIN-1-27
TSPO ligand characterized by steroidogenic and pro-apoptotic activi-
ties[54]

Imidazopyridines Alpidem
TSPO ligand also active on central GABAA/benzodiazepine receptors[a]

[55]

Imidazopyridineacetamides CB235 Ref. [47]
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dense due to the abundance of saturated phospholipids, re-
sulting in impermeability against a lot of molecules. Thus, it is
evident that mitochondrial drug delivery systems must possess

two important requirements: delocalized positive charge and
lipophilicity. Taking into account these features, several mito-

chondria targeting strategies have been developed, also ex-
ploiting nanoparticle-based systems such as the attachment of

lipophilic cations to small molecules or nanoparticles (e.g. , tri-

phenylphosphonium, TPP); the combination of antioxidant
with mitochondrial penetrating peptides (e.g. , SS31, d-Arg-

Dmt-Lys-Phe-NH2) ; the preparation of mitochondriotropic lipid
dequalinium chloride-containing vesicles (DQAsomes) or of

MITO-porter, a mitochondrial fusogenic lipid containing lipo-
somes-based carrier [DOPE/sphingomyelin/stearyl-R8 (9:2:1)] ;

the transport of proteins via mitochondrial protein import ma-
chineries.[6]

3.1. Prodrugs characterized by TSPO moieties

Although several new TSPO ligands have been synthesized, to
date very few examples of conjugates or nanosystems target-

ing TSPO are counted, probably because only some of TSPO li-

gands mentioned above are characterized by the presence of
groups potentially derivatizable (i.e. , COOH, OH, and NH) and

thus ideal for the preparation of targeted drug delivery sys-
tems able to deliver therapeutics and diagnostics to mitochon-

dria. The first polymeric conjugate model has been proposed
for the first time by Ringsdorf in 1975,[62] as a macromolecular

Table 1. (Continued)

Class Compound Structure Properties

Pyrazolopyrimidineacetamides DPA Ligand used for in vivo imaging of TSPO[56]

Phenylpurines Emapunil Ligand with rapid anxiolytic effects[57]

Benzoxazines Etifoxine
Anxiolytic effects mediated by both GABAA and TSPO receptors; neu-
rodegenerative effects mediated by TSPO[58]

Vinca alkaloids Vinpocetine
Ligand with neuroprotective activity that binds TSPO and other recep-
tors such as adrenergic receptors[59]

N,N-Dialkyl-2-phenylindol-3-yl-
glyoxylamide (PIGA)

PIGA 1128 Ref. [45]

4-Phenylquinazoline-2-carbox-
amides

9
Aza-isosteres of PK11195. In particular, [11C]ER176 has been identified
as a PET radioligand with sufficient sensitivity to robustly image all
three TSPO affinity genotypes in human brain[60]

[a] GABAA : g-aminobutyric acid type A.
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prodrug that would be able to modify the solubility character-

istics of a drug, its distribution in the body and to determine
its selective cellular action. Generally, in order to realize a con-

jugate, a covalent bond must be formed between a drug and
another molecule which may itself be pharmacologically

active, or can selectively target the drug to a specific site of
action, or be completely inactive (i.e. , a backbone polymer).

The drug activation occurs as a result of the rupture of the co-

valent bond, following in vivo administration and cell internali-
zation. For this purpose, Denora et al. in 2010[63] published

their work on a new approach for the selective delivery of the
antineoplastic drugs to brain tumors and to overcome P-gp re-

sistance induction observed for the majority of cytotoxic
agents, based on the conjugation of 2-phenylimidazo[1,2-

a]pyridine derivatives (i.e. , CB86, CB185) with Ara-C [cytarabine,

cytosine arabinose, 1-(b-d-arabinofuranosyl) cytosine], a pyri-
midine nucleoside analogue employed for the treatment of
various cancers including brain tumors. Specifically, they pre-
pared novel N-imidazopyridinacetyl–Ara-C conjugates different

for the specific position in which the hydrophilic Ara-C moiety
was introduced, such as the 3-position of the imidazopyridine

nucleus, or the 8- and the para position of the 2-phenylimida-
zopyridine skeleton through appropriate spacers (Figure 1).
The differences in binding affinity and selectivity observed for

the conjugates investigated by these authors were coherent
with the structure–affinity relationship analysis of the 2-phenyl-

imidazo[1,2-a]pyridine derivatives,[46] suggesting that the sub-
stitution with two or three chlorine atoms on the imidazopyri-

dine nucleus would lead to a favorable interaction with the

corresponding complementary site of the receptor. In particu-
lar, the conjugate 3 in Figure 1 (namely the N1-(2-(4-chloro-

phenyl)-3-(2-(dipropylamino)-2-oxoethyl)imidazo[1,2-a]pyridin-
8-yl)-N6-(1-((2R,3S,4S,5R)-3,4-dihydroxy-5-(hydroxymethyl)tetra-

hydrofuran-2-yl)-2-oxo-1,2-dihydropyrimidin-4-yl)adipamide)
displayed very high in vitro TSPO affinity and selectivity and

was considered able to enhance the clinical potential of the

nucleoside drug Ara-C. Moreover, Denora et al. in 2012[64] pur-
sued the aim to realize new co-drugs of the GABAergic agent

2-phenylimidazo[1,2-a]pyridinacetamide and dopamine or
ethyl ester l-DOPA, in which dopamine and l-DOPA were

linked through a carbamate bond at the para position of the
phenyl group on the imidazopyridinacetamide nucleus

(Figure 2). The in vitro and in vivo evaluation of compounds re-

vealed that conjugation was an efficient strategy to deliver
dopamine to the brain for dopamine-replacement therapy and

simultaneously activate GABA receptors in the brain. Other ex-
amples of prodrugs with potential applications in cancer diag-

nosis and therapy are represented by metal-based complexes

Table 2. Selective TSPO ligands with imidazopyridine acetamide cores bearing conjugatable groups.[46]

Compd X Y R1 R2 Ki [nm]
CBR TSPO

6 Cl Cl H OH >105 1.31
12 Cl Cl H OCOCH2NH2·HCl >104 1.52
15 a Cl Cl H NH2 246 2.22
19 a Cl Cl NH2 Cl >105 0.33
20 Cl Cl NH2 Cl >104 0.78
21 H Cl NH2 Cl 535 1.04
22 Cl Cl NHCO(CH2)2COOH Cl 194 14.4
23 H NHCOCH2COOH H Cl >104 193.1
24 H NHCO(CH2)2COOH H Cl >104 285.3
25 H NHCO(CH2)3COOH H Cl >104 117.7
26 H NHCOCH2NH2·HCl H Cl >104 14.2

Figure 1. Structures of TSPO ligand–Ara-C conjugates 1 a–c, 2, and 3.
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targeting the TSPO and recently summarized in a comprehen-

sive overview.[17] In this regard, Choi et al. recently prepared a

novel 99mTc-tricarbonyl labelled imidazolpyridine compound
useful for SPECT imaging of TSPO-rich cancers[65] using the 2-

(8-(2-(bis(pyridin-2-yl)methyl)amino)acetamido)-2-(4-chloro-
phenyl)-H-imidazo[1,2-a]pyridin-3-yl)-N,N-dipropylacetamide

(CB256) as TSPO ligand,[66] able to perform a bifunctional che-
late approach, (1, Figure 3).[29a] Some of us realized another

rhenium complex to be used as a model of radiopharmaceuti-

cal agent targeted to TSPO[67] obtained using the 2-[6,8-di-
chloro-2-(1,3-thiazol-2-yl)-H-imidazo[1,2-a]pyridin-3-yl]-N,N-di-n-

propylacetamide (TZ6) as a potent and selective TSPO ligand
(2, Figure 3).

In addition, some of us prepared antitumor platinum com-
pounds with specific TSPO ligands,[68] in particular the PtII com-

plex cis-[PtCl2(TZ6)] (3 in Figure 3), combined the antitumor

properties of the metal core with the high TSPO affinity of TZ6.
Other two Pt compounds have been prepared using a ligand

with high affinity and selectivity for the translocator protein,
the [2-(4-chlorophenyl)-8-aminoimidazo[1,2-a]pyridin-3-yl]-N,N-

di-n-propylacetamide (CB86) having formula cis-
[PtX2(NH3)(CB86)] with X = I@ or Cl@ (4, Figure 3).[29b] Further-

more, some of us prepared the first bimetallic Re/Pt complex
useful for theranostic purpose, availing the coordination po-

tential of CB256 toward PtII and ReI ions (5, Figure 3).[66] Finally,
Savino et al. , in order to overcome the limitations and the side
effects associated with PtII complex, realized a PtIV prodrug

containing CB235 as TSPO ligand in axial position, namely the
oxaliplatin derivative cis,trans,cis-[Pt(ethanedioato)Cl{2-(2-(4-
(6,8-dichloro-3-(2-(dipropylamino)-2-oxoethyl)imidazo[1,2-a]pyr-
idin-2-yl)phenoxy)acetate)ethanolato}(1R,2R-DACH)] (DACH =

diaminocyclohexane) shown in Figure 3 (compound 6).[69]

Recently, Laquintana et al.[70] described a new prodrug strat-

egy to deliver anticancer drug to brain cancers overexpressing

TSPO receptor. In particular, they prepared two TSPO ligand–
methotrexate conjugates (TSPO ligand a-MTX and TSPO ligand

g-MTX) in order to transport the hydrophilic drug through the
blood–brain barrier (BBB) and determine its accumulation in

target cells overexpressing the TSPO. The TSPO ligand used
was a glycine derivative of CB86 (Figure 4).

The same authors in the late 2009[48] have exploited the

polymeric conjugate strategy by chemical conjugation of two
imidazopyridinacetamides (CB185 and glycine derivative of

CB86), chosen as affine and selective TSPO ligands, via an ester
or amide linkage to poly(d,l-lactic-co-glycolic acid) polymers

having different average molecular weights (PLGA, Resomer
RG502H (a) and Resomer RG503H (b)), (conjugates 1 a,b, 2 a,b
and the bis TSPO–PLGA conjugate 3, Figure 5). They evaluated

these conjugates as delivery systems of TSPO ligands endowed
with apoptosis inducing activity. Moreover, for detecting the

Figure 2. Structures of co-drugs of the GABAergic agent 2-phenylimida-
zo[1,2-a]pyridinacetamide and dopamine (DA) or ethyl ester l-DOPA (LD).

Figure 3. Structures of metal-based complexes that target TSPO.
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exact position of TSPO ligand–PLGA conjugates in tissues or
cells after in vivo administration, they also prepared a fluores-

cent probe (4, Figure 5) by reaction of FITC glycine[71] with the
conjugate 1. After accurate physicochemical investigations

aimed at evaluating the successful conjugation between TSPO

ligands and PLGA, it was assessed the stability in an
acidic environment and in the physiological medium,

showing that TSPO ligand released from these conju-
gates occurred in human serum and in 0.1 n HCl so-

lution at a faster rate than that observed in phos-
phate buffer, pH 7.4. These macromolecular conju-

gates showed high affinity and selectivity for TSPO
similar to that of the reference ligands. Moreover, in

vitro studies were conducted on C6 rat glioma cells

known for their overexpression of TSPO. Cytotoxicity
assay showed that TSPO ligand–PLGA polymer conju-

gates 1–3, induced survival inhibition with EC50

values ranging from 1.75 to 34.29 mm ; uptake and

apoptosis studies conducted with fluorescence mi-
croscopy demonstrated the internalization of the flu-

orescent conjugate probe 4 and the induction of a

mitochondrial morphology modification caused by
CB185 and its PLGA conjugate 1.

These results suggested to the authors the poten-
tial of the newly prepared conjugates, as well as

modulators of the neurosteroid synthesis, and also as
macromolecular apoptosis inducing agents and

hence able to induce tumor cell death. In conclusion

the authors stated that these TSPO ligand–PLGA conjugates
availing of passive targeting mechanism, could have been for-

mulated into micro- and nanoparticles providing a new mito-
chondrial targeted approach useful for improved cancer che-

motherapy.

Figure 4. Structures of TSPO ligand–methotrexate conjugates a-MTX and g-MTX.

Figure 5. TSPO ligand–PLGA conjugates 1 a,b, 2 a,b, 3 a,b, and 4.
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3.2. TSPO ligands as mitochondrial targeting moieties of
nanoparticles

As a direct consequence of the results obtained by Laquintana

et al. in 2009,[48] the same researchers pursued their investiga-
tion through the realization of nanoparticle delivery systems

(NPs), employing the TSPO ligand–PLGA conjugated (PLGA–
TSPO) polymers described above. Specifically, the PLGA NPs
(Figure 6) were prepared by a quasi-emulsion solvent diffusion

procedure (QESD) as well as the TSPO ligand–PLGA conjugate
1 a,b–Nps, the TSPO ligand–PLGA conjugate 2 a,b–NPs, and the

TSPO ligand–PLGA conjugate 3 a,b–Nps, starting by PLGA with
free hydroxy and carboxylic acid group at its terminal ends. In

order to assess the ability of these NPs to be used as a drug
delivery systems for cancer treatment, TSPO–PLGA–NPs were

loaded with the hydrophilic anticancer drug 5-fluorouracil (5-
FU) through a double emulsion solvent diffusion method
(DESD). Furthermore, dual drug loaded PLGA NPs (PLGA NPs/5-
FU/CB185) and dual drug loaded TSPO–PLGA–NPs (TSPO–
PLGA–NPs/5-FU/CB185), with 5-FU and TSPO ligand CB185

physically included together, were prepared by the DESD
method, with the aim to investigate the occurrence of syner-

gistic effects. Dual drug loaded TSPO–PLGA–1a,b-NPs/5-FU/

CB185 have the benefit of delivering the TSPO ligand CB185
through a chemical conjugation as well as by physical encap-

sulation. In addition, PLGA hydroxy end groups were conjugat-
ed to the fluorescent probe FITC, in order to prepare fluores-

cent FITC–PLGA NPs and FITC-TSPO–PLGA–NPs (Figure 6).
After a comprehensive physicochemical characterization

aimed to determine particle size and size distribution (81.1–

168.6 nm, PDI 0.08–0.43), surface morphology, drug encapsula-
tion efficiency and drug release kinetics of all newly prepared

Nps, they were evaluated in terms of cytotoxicity on C6 glioma
cells overexpressing TSPO by MTT assay and combination

index (CI) calculations, as well as of internalization ability by
fluorescence microscopy (FITC-PLGA–TSPO NPs). Based on

those outcomes, Laquintana et al. considered these Nps,

namely TSPO–PLGA–NPs/5-FU, dual drug loaded PLGA–NPs/5-
FU/CB185 and TSPO–PLGA–NPs/5-FU/CB185, able to considera-

bly increase toxicity on human cancer cells on account of the
synergistic effect of the TSPO ligand CB185 with 5-FU.[72]

In 2009 Musacchio et al. published the results of their stud-
ies regarding the use of an highly selective TSPO ligand, in par-

ticular the above mentioned CB86, to exploit a tumors recep-
tor-mediated drug targeting strategy.[73] They prepared poly-
ethylene glycol–phosphatidylethanolamine (PEG-PE) micelles,

loaded with the anticancer drug paclitaxel and targeted to
TSPO by surface modification with CB86 ligand. The average

conjugation yield, as determined by the HPLC, was 40 %
(CB86-ligand moles of the total available p-nitrophenyloxycar-

bonyl-1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[me-

thoxy(polyethylene glycol)-2000] (p-NP-PEG2k-PE moles). The
obtained micelles were also characterized in terms of size and

size distribution (9.5–18.8 nm and PDI 0.104:0.028) zeta po-
tential (0.18:0.931 mV), drug loading and drug release pro-

files, storage stability and serum stability, showing that micelles
stayed intact and without drug release even after the TSPO

ligand conjugation. In vitro experiments conducted on LN18
human glioblastoma TSPO-overexpressing cell line, confirmed

the cellular uptake of the targeted micelles after 3 h of incuba-
tion, and at the same time an apoptosis induction only in cells

treated with the targeted empty micelles (no paclitaxel), as
judged by the nuclear fragmentation, in contrast to what ob-

served for the cells treated with non-targeted micelles paclitax-
el loaded, thus suggesting to the authors that the TSPO ligand

CB86 is able to interact with the mitochondrial target and to

initiate apoptosis in cells overexpressing TSPO. Moreover, the
authors verified the hypothesis of a possible synergism be-

tween the TSPO ligand and paclitaxel resulting in good syner-
gism when both compounds were components of the same

micellar formulation. In fact, the cytotoxicity of the targeted
paclitaxel loaded micelles was greater than that of non-target-
ed micelles and of free paclitaxel, with IC50 values of 175.1 nm,

267.0 nm, and 271.1 nm, respectively. These outcomes allowed
the authors to consider these TSPO-targeted nanosystems

loaded with anticancer drugs as potentially promising antitu-
mor nanomedicines. Kim et al. also exploited a TSPO ligand,

the PK11195, as mitochondria target moiety. In this work
PK11195 was linked to chitosan-graft-PEI (polyethylenimmine)

modified superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (PK-CP-

SPION) and employed as a gene vector.[74] PK-CP-SPION were
synthesized via a Grignard reaction between PK11195 ligand

and the Fe2O3 SPIONs surface modified with chitosan graft-PEI
(CHI-g-PEI), and then were complexed with DNA at functional

weight ratios. PK-CP-SPION and its complexes have been total-
ly characterized and the in vitro cytotoxicity of PK-CP-SPION

was evaluated on four different cell lines (A549, KB, HeLa and

HepG2). In particular, the authors have established an higher
transfection efficiencies of PK-CP-SPION with the application of

an external magnetic field. Accumulation of PK-CP-SPION in
mitochondria was demonstrated by laser scanning microscopy

and confirmed by the leakage of Cyt-c and the dissipation of
mitochondrial membrane potential, due to the interaction be-

tween PK11195 and TSPO, thus confirming the triggering of

the cells apoptotic process. In this work, Kim et al. also demon-
strated the intracellular internalization of PKCP-SPION and their

mitochondrial targeting ability by HR-TEM. The low cytotoxicity
and the high transfection efficiency of PK-CP–SPIONs enable

them as possible good mitochondria targeting gene vector.
Reflecting the need of the advancement of personalized

medicine, some researchers have developed nanocarriers tar-

geted to mitochondria and useful as appropriate probes to
image diseases or biological processes. A first example has

been reported by Bornhop in 2009,[75] concerning the realiza-
tion of a TSPO targeted imaging agent, the ClPhIQ-PAMAM-

Liss, consisting of a polyamidoammine dendrimer G(4)-PAMAM
functionalized with the 1-(2-chlorophenyl)isoquinoline-3-car-

boxylic acid (ClPhIQ Acid)[76] as targeting moiety and with the

fluorophore Lissamine (Figure 7).
Dendrimers are emerging nanomaterials, monodisperse and

globular, characterized by a great number of peripheral groups
potentially functionalized with properly selected targeting

moiety and fluorophores or metal chelates for optical imaging
or for fluorescence, MRI, PET and SPECT, respectively.[77] These
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Figure 6. Graphical representation of empty and loaded NPs based on PLGA or TSPO ligand–PLGA conjugates.
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characteristics make these nanocarriers ideal delivery vectors

also to further investigate the effects of the molecular weight
of the polymer, the presence of negative or positive charges

and composition on biologically relevant consequences such
as cytotoxicity, cellular uptake, and subcellular interactions.

With this in mind, Bornhop realized the new imaging agent

dendrimer based targeted to TSPO, described above. The suc-
cess of conjugation reactions was confirmed by MALDI-TOF-MS

and NMR techniques, while in vitro studies conducted on two
TSPO-overexpressing cell lines, that is, C6 rat glioma and

MDAMB-231 human breast cancer cells, assessed the cellular
internalization ability of the TSPO-targeted dendrimer. In par-

ticular, the preferential mitochondrial localization of the

ClPhIQ-PAMAM was evidenced by its co-localization with the
mitochondrial marker MitoTracker green.

The skills of synthetic dendrimers, namely the specific cellu-
lar and subcellular internalization and targeting, make them

helpful to understand biological events at the molecular level.
However, Bornhop et al. concluded their work affirming the

need of further investigation to explore the exact ways of in-

ternalization exploited by these nanosystems. In this regard,
the research project of Denora et al.[47] has given the opportu-

nity to deeper investigate these issues. Specifically, they have
focused their attention on the synthesis and in vitro evaluation

of new TSPO ligand characterized by a substituted imidazopyr-
idine nucleus, namely the 2-(4-(6,8-dichloro-3-(2-(dipropylami-

no)-2-oxoethyl)imidazo[1,2-a]pyridin-2-yl)phenoxy)acetic acid
(CB235), as high-affinity conjugatable TSPO ligand linked to
the amine end-group of PAMAM dendrimers, in order to

obtain macromolecules targeting TSPO. The synthesis of the
new TSPO targeted G(4)-PAMAM dendrimers were accom-

plished using well-known synthetic methods. Further, the
TSPO targeted-G(4)-PAMAM dendrimers were functionalized by

reacting with the organic fluorophore fluorescein isothiocya-

nate isomer 1 (FITC), giving fluorescent dendrimers able to
bind the mitochondrial protein TSPO. The comprehensive

physicochemical and morphological characterization of den-
drimers by means of 1H NMR, dynamic light scattering (DLS),

laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV), atomic force microscopy
(AFM), evidenced their monodispersity, the spherical shape

and a hydrodynamic diameter of about 24 nm. To estimate the
biological activity of the imaging agents, C6 glioma cell line
from rat, after incubation with the FITC dendrimers, has been
visualized by both confocal and fluorescence microscopies. In
particular, these authors have explored the cellular uptake be-
havior of these dendrimers in the presence of various endocy-

tosis inhibitors, finding that the TSPO targeted-G(4)-PAMAM–
FITC dendrimer is quickly internalized by C6 cells through pi-

nocytosis and that no significant exocytosis was observed.
Moreover, competition studies in presence of the TSPO ligand,
subcellular fractionation experiments and co-localization stud-

ies performed with CAT (confocal-AFM-TIRF) microscopy have
been crucial in confirming the ability of the TSPO-targeted

dendrimer to co-localize in mitochondria (Figure 8). Afterward,
the same authors, in order to obviate the limitations resulted

from the use of organic fluorophores (e.g. , FITC), such as

broad emission spectra, susceptibility to photobleaching under
continuous light exposure and short fluorescence (PL) lifetimes,

have suitably engineered luminescent semiconductor quantum
dots (QDs), based on a core–shell structure of inorganic nano-

crystals (CdSe@ZnS), able to target mitochondria while keeping
the colloidal stability and optical properties.[78] Qds represent a

new class of fluorophores that can be used as advanced pho-

toluminescence (PL) probes, taking advantage of the QD pho-
tophysical properties and their versatile surface chemistry. Spe-

cifically, Fanizza et al. have prepared multifunctional nanostruc-
tures based on CdSe@ZnS Qds coated with a silica shell func-

Figure 7. The imaging agent ClPhIQ–PAMAM–Lissamine.

Figure 8. Representative confocal microscopy image of co-localization in a
double-tagged C6 glioma cell (green: TSPO targeted-G(4)-PAMAM dendrim-
ers grafted with FITC 1 mm ; red: mitochondrion tagged with MitoTracker
Red; yellow: convergence of red and green, indicating co-localization).
Insert : TSPO ligand molecule and the TSPO-targeted G(4)-PAMAM–FITC den-
drimer.
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tionalized with amine groups and conjugated with the selec-

tive and affine TSPO ligand, CB235 (Figure 9). The new result-
ing nanosystem, namely TSPO-targeted Qds@SiO2, is conveyed

in a single nanostructure, the selectivity of the TSPO ligand
and the photostability and high luminescence properties of in-

organic QDs. For this purpose, in this work the luminescent

QDs, of hydrophobic nature, have been appropriately de-
signed, by controlling size, shape and surface charge, in order

to guarantee aqueous dispersibility, facilitate the cellular inter-
nalization and mitochondrial targeting, maintaining the colloi-

dal stability and the optical properties. The silica shell has al-
lowed a significant improvement of the stability of Qds in

aqueous phase, because silica is an inert, biocompatible and

transparent material, and therefore able to decrease the re-
lease of cytotoxic ions and prevent photo-oxidation of QDs.

Therefore silica-coated QDs represent an inorganic solid
system, characterized by high chemical stability, intrinsic hy-

drophilicity and highly versatile surface. The nanostructure pro-
posed in this study provides a great advantage, as it associates

the photophysical stability of the QDs and the versatility of

silica shell, with the TSPO receptor recognition properties of
the highly affine selective ligand. The physicochemical charac-

teristics of this new nanomaterial have been extensively stud-
ied from morphological, structural and optical points of view,
and in vitro subcellular fractionation experiments and co-locali-
zation studies conducted by means of laser scanning confocal

microscopy on C6 rat glioma cells, have finally shown the suc-
cess of this new nanostructure to target mitochondria thanks
to the molecular recognition of TSPO (Figure 9).

The list of nanocarriers targeting the mitochondrial translo-
cation protein TSPO ends with a liposomal system realized by
Cerutti et al.[79] developed to incorporate a selective ligand for
TSPO complexed with gadolinium (Gd), potentially useful as

MRI contrast agent (Figure 10). In particular the 2-phenylpyra-

zolo[1,5-a]pyrimidineacetamide DPA-713 was successfully de-
rivatized and coupled to the magnetic resonance imaging re-

porter Gd-DOTA (DOTA = 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-
1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid). Because the ideal MRI targeting con-

trast agent should remain in the blood circulation for a long
time, this gadolinium-based TSPO-targeted complex has been

incorporated in the liposomal membrane and in the inner

aqueous cavity of liposomes in order to increase the circulation
lifetime and to obtain a slow release of the MRI agent. In par-

ticular, liposomes were formulated with the thin-film hydration
method using POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-

phocholine), cholesterol and DSPE-PEG-methoxy-2000 (1,2-dis-
tearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy(polye-

thyleneglycol)-2000] (ammonium salt)). The characterization of

liposomes loaded with this complex showed inspiring out-
comes as slow releasing MRI targeting agents and encouraged

the authors to perform further in vivo studies (Figure 10).

4. Conclusions

The involvement of mitochondria in various pathological con-
ditions makes these organelles a potential drug target for the

development of new therapeutic and diagnostic strategies.
Nevertheless, targeting mitochondria is a difficult and challeng-

ing task due to their highly complex structure. The 18-kDa mi-
tochondrial translocator protein (TSPO) is an interesting mito-

chondrial biomarker, and although several new TSPO ligands

have been synthesized, only some of these feature the pres-
ence of groups potentially derivatizable and therefore suitable

for the preparation of targeted nanocarriers able to deliver
therapeutics and diagnostics to mitochondria. This review

overviews the very few examples of prodrugs and nanosys-
tems targeting TSPO, and their potential applications in diag-

Figure 9. A) Co-localization analysis of C6 rat glioma cells stained with MitoTracker green and TSPO-targeted QD@SiO2 NPs. All pixels of the co-localization
image shown in panel B are reported in the scatter diagram of panel A, in which the two image channels are compared. Region 1 of the diagram displays the
co-localization pixels. B) Representative confocal image of co-localization of TSPO-targeted QD@SiO2 NPs (red) and MitoTracker (green) in C6 cells. The co-lo-
calization is marked by the convergence of the red and green to yellow fluorescence; scale bar: 10 mm. C) TSPO-targeted QD@SiO2 NPs.

Figure 10. Structure of DPA-C6-(Gd)DOTAMA.
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nosis and therapy of disease states in which this protein is
overexpressed.
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